### Project: SML-BUILD-UP38  Feb 1, 2018 Monthly Schedule Update

**Feb 1, 2018 Monthly Schedule Update**

**Milestones**
- **2230** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2270** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic
- **2240** Project Completion (8/31/18)

**Summary Activities**
- **3970** Construction Contract Duration
- **3980** Bridge Out Of Service Duration

**Submittals & Procurement**
- **2485** Bridge Electrical
- **2486** Signage, Drawings & Product Data

**SML-Calendar Days**
- 12-Feb-18
- 15-Feb-18
- 01-Mar-18
- 10-Mar-18
- 15-Mar-18
- 20-Mar-18
- 25-Mar-18

**R&A Bridge Electrical O&M Manuals - Final**
- 28-Feb-18

**078400 - Firestopping**
- 15-Mar-18

**101423 - Signs**
- 30-May-18

**860 - General Machinery**
- 078400 - Firestopping
- 101423 - Signs

**Submittals & Procurement**
- **2485** Bridge Electrical
- **2486** Signage, Drawings & Product Data

**Construction**
- **24020** R&A Bridge Sectional O&M Manuals - Final

**Project Issues & Change Orders**
- **23170** 860 - General Machinery
- **24020** R&A Bridge Sectional O&M Manuals - Final

**Construction Closeout**
- **32170** Review & Approve Proposal for Control Room Handrail
- **32171** Install Control Room Handrail

**Open For Traffic**
- **2018** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2019** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**22380** A

**CCR 167 - Scope of Work**
- **2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic

**2019** New Bridge Open to Traffic (9/01/17)
- **2018** Railroad Bridge Open to Traffic